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ABSTRACT
This paper presents SafeStorage, an enterprise-grade
secure data storage and sharing system designed to be
layered over untrusted server and open commination
channel. SafeStorage assumes a semi-honest server
model and employs various proven-secure
cryptographic techniques to ensure end-to-end
security and protect data privacy against malicious
attacks from the server or open communication
channel. SafeStorage achieves all the important
characteristics for a secure data storage and sharing
system, in particular, we propose an efficient and
intuitive access control scheme based on a tree
structure for key management. In the design of
SafeStorage, simplicity is greatly focused, which
gives SafeStorage a great potential of being used as
foundation for the development of advanced features
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1 INTRODUCTION
Advance in information technology and the Since
the daily operations of enterprises and individuals
closely depend on a large amount of private data
and corresponding information processing
capabilities, the great cost and effort for resource
management turn into serious challenges.
According to Forrester’s study, the amount of
enterprise data to be stored grows at 52 percent
per year [1]. To reduce the associated cost and
management issues, the concept of cloud
computing is proposed for outsourcing data
storage to third party service providers.
Nowadays, several widely accepted practices are
adopted by individual users for outsourcing
storage of personal files to online storage service
providers, such as Dropbox, MS SkyDrive,
Google Docs, etc. However, once files are
released to a server, they are no longer under the
control of file owners. That means a file owner
may trust the servers reliability, availability,
fault-tolerance, and performance. But, no one can
guarantee that the server will never use
outsourced files in private. As for business model,
although huge benefits can be obtained,
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companies and organizations are still reluctant to
use the cloud computing services due to such
potential loss of business credentials.
Furthermore, companies, especially startups
usually do not have the resource to build a secure
and efficient storage system by their own.
Therefore, we prefer to build a secure data storage
and sharing system, named SafeStorage, over
untrusted cloud servers.
According to our investigations, various popular
cloud storage systems have been proposed in the
past; and claim that they can provide the secure
file storage and sharing service. However, each of
them has several drawbacks which can make
them insecure in certain circumstances.
In this paper, our aim is to build SafeStorage, a
data storage and sharing system over an untrusted
cloud server and in an open and insecure
communication channel. This system comes with
a pair of server-client applications and enables
users to retain the ownership and usage rights of
their data, even when the server gives up its
functionality, or malicious attacks are happened
at the server side as well as in the communication
channel. In addition, efficient and intuitive access
control scheme is another major concern of
SafeStorage especially for dynamic environments.
Herein, the system allows users to grant or revoke
corresponding access rights of their files to other
users in an efficient and intuitive way.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 introduces some related work
and system designed that have been proposed.
Section 3 presents the design criteria for
SafeStorage. Sections 4 and 5 describe the design
of two major components of SafeStorage, user
management and key management. And the paper
is finally concluded in Section 6.
2 RELATED WORK
As data privacy protection becomes a hot topic
for research, various designs on secure file system
have been proposed by both academic and
industrial researchers.
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JustCloud and Dropbox [2][3]: They claim that
all files stored on their servers are encrypted. But
their documentation show that the encryptions are
all done on the server side with server known
encryption keys. Therefore, technically anyone
who controls the server will be able to decrypt all
users’ files and data privacy is compromised.
BoxCryptor and Cloudfogger [4][5]: The server
of these two systems can be deemed as an
encryption interface between users’ local clients
(such as laptop, tablet, smartphone) and the
online storage providers. All the files uploaded
must go through this encryption interface first
before leave users’ clients. Such interface ensures
the security of users’ files by encrypting them
before uploading; however, it doesn’t have the
file sharing capability. Thus, other file sharing
services should be adopted here for handling file
sharing. And very likely the server need to be
updated for any updates happened in adopted file
sharing services.
Wuala and Mega [6][7]: They provide a full set
of online storage service including client-side file
encryption and file sharing. Unfortunately, as
these two systems are not open sourced, security
measures is hard to be taken to check their
trapdoors.
Self-certifying File System (SFS) [13]: SFS
provides secure user authentication mechanism
and focus on communication channel security
when accessing file from remote servers.
However, access control in SFS files requires
trusted SFS server to handle and pass the requests.
Transparent Cryptographic File System (TCFS)
[16]: TCFS builds its file sharing scheme on
threshold encryption/decryption, and this requires
a certain number of active group members in
order to access group shared file.
CRUST [20] intends to be layered over insecure
network file systems without changing the
existing systems and tries to completely avoid
public-key cryptography operations and uses
more efficient symmetric-key alternatives to
achieve improved performance. However, it
requires a trusted party in the setup phase.

determine group membership and hence access
control.
3 DESIGN CRITERIA
In order to fulfill the objectives of SafeStorage
proposed in Section 1, we follow strictly the
following criteria when designing our system:
1. No requirement of special hardware or
software on both client side and server side.
In SafeStorage we assume that both file server
and client machine are in normal hardware and
operating system configurations. There is no
requirement for either server or users to acquire
special hardware or to modify the OS kernel.
2. Untrusted server
In SafeStorage we assume the semi-honest model
(honest-but-curious server model). The server is
considered as honest in terms of performing
instructions issued by users and storing user data
but the server is always curious on the data stored
on and exchanged over the server, i.e., we do not
trust the server to protect our data privacy.
3. Functionalities requirements
(1) End-to-end security: All data encryption and
decryption should be done at the client side
without server involvement, and only the
encrypted files are allowed to release to the server.
Besides, the key generation process and
management are carried out at the client side too.
(2) Secure file sharing with efficient access
control: In dynamic environment, file access
rights are granted and revoked at a high frequency
which means that the system must be efficient in
responding to these actions.
4. Simplicity
The design of the system must be simple and
intuitive to ease the understanding for developers
while keeps maximum degree of flexibility,
especially on cryptographic algorithm selection.
Throughout the paper, unless otherwise specified,
any
proven-secure
symmetric/asymmetric
encryption algorithms can be used in the
implementation of SafeStorage. Please note that

Cryptographic Storage File System (CSFS) [8]
and Secure Network Attached Disks (SNAD):
They achieve group access controls and file
integrity protection, but similarly like SFS, they
relies on a highly trusted database server to
ISBN: 978-0-9853483-7-3 ©2013 SDIWC
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Table 1 User Properties

and
to denote
we will
encryption and decryption data with respective
key throughout the paper.

In order to facilitate the understanding of the user
registration protocol, we would like to highlight
some design logic here:

4 USER MANAGEMENT

(1) All user properties are created at client side
without server involvement; i.e., the server has no
control on the key generation step and has no way
to guess or derive the keys generated.

4.1 User Property Set
User property set is the collection of properties
associated with a particular user that will be used
to fulfill the functions provided by SafeStorage as
indicated in Section 3. Obviously for any system
with multiple users and authentication
mechanism, the username and password are the
most important property for a user, which is
and
respectively. For
represented by
SafeStorage, other properties are designed to
achieve the functionalities provided and they are
summarized in Table 1.
In this paper, we use to represent the property
set of a user so for user
we have
We
also
use
.
to represent user ’s certain
property like
represents ’s public key.
4.2 User Registration
User registration is the first step before a user can
enter the system and also the time when all the
initialization works, both on client side and server
side, are settled. Figure 1 illustrates the protocol
between client side and server side for user setup.

(2) The ideal situation is to store all the keys on
the server. However, as we assume the server is
untrusted, if a user stores the whole set of keys on
the server, then the server is able to combine all
the information to derive certain keys and then
decrypt data the user stored, which means users’
data privacy is compromized. Therefore, we
require that
must be kept at the client side
while other user properties can be stored on
server after some transformation.
4.3 User Authentication
Authentication is the process when user proves
his identity to the server. In our system, we
assume the normal procedure for user
authentication.
A user sends his username and hashed password
to the server and the server authenticate the user
by matching the received username and password
hash with the existing record stored in database.
If there is a match, the user’s identity is proved
and the server returns login success information,
otherwise, returns login failure information.

Figure 1 User Registration Protocol
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4.4 Key Protection under Open Channel
Under the condition of open and insecure
communication channel, people may worry that
some malicious party may spy over it and get the
username and hashed password information from
the channel. Any adversary who obtains these
information is able to perform replay attack by
maliciously or fraudulently repeating sending
these information to the server to pretend the
identity of the user. However, in the design of
SafeStorage, as the
is always kept at the user’s
client side devices, even if any adversary
successfully performs the replay attack and
obtains the key information stored on the server;
i.e.,
and , without , the adversary
is still unable to decrypt
. Therefore,
,
the master key for the file system, is still
protected. Obtaining
does not help to decrypt
any information nor deriving
and thus, is
useless to the adversary. This is also the reason
why
can be stored on the server in plain text.

a key tree with a similar structure of the file tree.
Following are the definitions of the two trees:
(1) File tree: a tree that reflects the logical
organization of the files in a file-folder structure,
which is also the basic structure for the other two
trees. Changes in file tree will be reflected in the
other two trees.
(2) Key tree: a tree that manages all the keys
used in the file system to provide secure and
efficient file storage and sharing.
Figure 2 shows a sample file system for one user
as well as the relationship between the two trees
and detail discussions are provided in later part of
this chapter.

However, if the adversary somehow obtains the
from a user’s client device, then the adversary
from the key information
is able to derive
stored in server. Protecting data in a user’s client
device is out of the scope of the paper and there
are various softwares and mechanisms to help
achieve this.
5 A FILE SYSTEM FOR
STORAGE AND SHARING

SECURE

5.1 Notations
1 Key Link
Notation: Given two secret keys
and
and a
symmetric encryption scheme, we denote the
result of encryting
with
by
, we
call this a key link, meaning we can derive
if
we knows
and the encryption scheme.
2 File and File Key
In this paper, we use to represent a file and we
use
or
to represent ’s file key and
to represent ’s parent folder (if is not
the root folder). The root folder is denoted by .
5.2 Basic Structure
In order to build an intuitive and efficient access
control scheme for the purpose of file sharing, we
present a key management scheme in the form of
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Figure 2 File Tree and Key Tree in Initial State

Intuitively, in terms of sharing and unsharing
files/folders to other users, the access rights are
granted and revoked based on the level of the file
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in the tree. In other words, if a folder, say Folder
B is shared to another user, say Alice, Folder B as
well as all the subfiles and subfolders (i.e., File D
and Folder E) are shared to Alice too. Similarly,
if there are new files or folders added under
Folder B, these new files or folders are available
to Alice too by default. And if files or folders are
moved out of Folder B to other places on the
system (not deleted), access rights to these files
will automatically be revoked.
Figures 2 also presents the initial state of a user’s
file system, the state when only the user is
accessing his files and folders and no file sharing
instructions have been issued.
5.3 Key Management for File Sharing
5.3.1 Procedure for Granting Access Rights
(File Sharing)
In SafeStorage, the procedure to grant access
rights of a particular file/folder to other users is
stated in the scenario analysis. We will discuss
the file sharing procedure in 3 scenarios and see
how file tree and key tree are modified to handle
access control for file sharing:

Figure 3 Share a folder with user X

2. Share a folder with user X which is inside a
shared folder with user Y
Figure 4 shows the changes in the 2 trees when
the user desides to share folder E with X whose
parent folder B has been shared with Y previously.

(1) Share a file/folder with user X
(2) Share a folder with user X which is inside a
shared folder with user Y
(3) Share a folder with user X which includes a
shared file/folder with user Y
Note in the diagrams, keys and hash values in
shaded areas are the affected items due to this file
sharing operation.
1. Share a folder with user X
Figure 3 shows the changes in the 2 trees when
the user desides to share folder E with X.

Figure 4 Share a folder with user X which is inside a
shared folder with user Y
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3. Share a folder with user X which includes a
shared file/folder with user Y
Figure 5 shows the changes in the 2 trees when
the user desides to share folder B with X whose
subfolder E has been shared with Y previously.

discuss the file unsharing procedure in 2
scenarios and see how file tree and key tree are
modified to handle access control for file sharing:
(1) Unshare a folder with user X which is inside
a shared folder with user Y
(2) Unshare a folder with user X which includes
a shared folder with user Y
Note in the diagrams, keys and hash values in
shaded areas are the affected items due to this file
sharing operation.
1. Unshare a folder with user X which is inside a
shared folder with user Y
Figure 6 shows the changes in the 2 trees when
the user desides to unshare folder E with X whose
parent folder B has been shared with Y previously.

Figure 5 Share a folder with user X which includes a
shared file/folder with user Y

In summary of the 3 scenarios, if has been
shared with some users, then send
to each
user that is granted access rights securely;
otherwise, create a new key , re-encrypt
with it coupled with necessary updating of hash
tree. And then set
to be
and share
to each user that is granted access rights securely.
5.3.2 Procedure for Revoking Access Rights
(File Unsharing)
In SafeStorage, the procedure to revoke the
access rights of a particular file/folder from other
users is stated in the following algorithm. We will
ISBN: 978-0-9853483-7-3 ©2013 SDIWC

Figure 6 Unshare a folder with user X which is inside
a shared folder with user Y

2. Unshare a folder with user X which includes a
shared folder with user Y
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Figure 7 shows the changes in the 2 trees when
the user desides to unshare folder B with X whose
subfolder E has been shared with Y previously.

5.4 File System Operations
In this section we discuss how basic file system
operations can be carried out in SafeStorage and
how the operations can impact the key tree in the
system. The scenarios discussed in this section
include addition, deletion, move and copy
operations on files or folders.
1. File/Folder Addition/ Deletion
To add a file/folder to the given file system only
one action must be taken which is to link the file
.
in key tree by setting
Similarly, for file/folder deletion, the only action
is to unlink the file in the key tree by deleting file
and any key link between
and .
Figure 8 shows the file addition operation:

Figure 7 Unshare a folder with user X which includes
a shared folder with user Y

In summary of the 2 scenarios, if the access rights
for file/folder is revoked for a group of users,
the key updating procedure is a cascading
procedure from top to bottom. If is a file, then
generate a new key
, update the file key
and re-encrypt
data with
.
Otherwise if is a folder, then generate a new
key
and set
. For any the subfile or
subfolder
of , generate new file key
for
and re-encrypt with
. If if there exist key
link between and , re-encrypt the key link
with ; i.e.
becomes
. If
is a file, the process can stop, otherwise the
revocation process goes recuisively with until
reaching bottom.
ISBN: 978-0-9853483-7-3 ©2013 SDIWC

Figure 8 File Addition Operation

2. File/Folder Copy/Move
For file/folder copy, there is no action required
for the original copy but for the new copy
several actions must be taken: (1) retrieve
parent folder key
and re-encrypt
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with it (2) link the file in key tree by setting
.
For file/folder move, the file delete operation
must be applied on the original copy and for
the new copy similar actions like the in file
copy must be applied. This makes file move the
most complicated operation on the file system.
Figure 9 shows the file copy operation:

features like group collaboration and versioning
and recovery. The file management and sharing
system which is co-supported by 2 trees is also
expected to be used in the future development
phrase.
In future work, additional techniques are
investigated to further improve the simplicity and
efficiency of SafeStorage, in particular the
separation of read/write access rights for file
control
as
discussed
in
[17][18][21].
Furthermore, the performance of SafeStorage
needs to be properly tested and compared with
some existing online storage service providers
which
do
not
require
client
side
encryption/decryption
or
use
different
approaches.
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